ABSTRACT. The propagation of analyticity for solutions u of P(x, D)u = f is studied, in terms of wave front sets, for a large class of differential operators P = P(x, D) of principal type. In view of a theorem by L. Hó'rmander [9J, the results obtained imply rather precise results about the surjectivity of the mapping P: c°°(0) -c°°(n).
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Introduction. Let P = P(x, D) be a linear differential operator with C°°-coefficients in an open set ß C R". When P is elliptic, then the classical regularity theorem for elliptic equations says that the distribution u is infinitely differentiable whenever Pu is and, if the coefficients of P are analytic, then u is analytic where Pu is analytic. The corresponding question, for more general operators, of describing the set of singularities of u when that of Pu is given has been much studied lately (see [10] and the references there). The introduction of the concept of wave front sets (see [7] and [14] ) has added precision to the statements and has also simplified many proofs. and Hó'rmander in [5] (see also [17] under the assumption that P is real and d¿ P (x, £) = (dP (x, ¿¡)/d£., • • • , <?Pm(x, €)/d£n) ¿ 0 in ß x Rn. The purpose of this paper is to extend the results in the analytic case to certain operators with complex coefficients. In doing so, we shall also give new proofs for operators with real principal part. The argument is modeled on the very elegant proof, in the C°°-case, which Hó'rmander gave in Remark 1.1. Definition 2.1 is readily seen to be equivalent to the definition of WF (zz) given in [9] . There is also available the set supp sp u (see [16]) whose definition, for a hyperfunction u, was indicated by M. Sato in [14] (see also [15] ). Probably WFa(zz) = supp sp zz, when zz is a distribution, but so far this has not been proved.
WF (zz) is thus a subset of fi x R" or, if one wants to emphasize the behavior under coordinate transformations, T*(0), where the dot indicates that the zerosection is removed. More precisely, it is proved in [9] that, if y = k(x) is an analytic change of coordinates in fi, and ß denotes the map on Q x R" defined by ß(x,<n = U(x), (Vix))"1^)), then WFa(zz o k~ *) = ß (WFa(u) ). This also fol-(for a proof, see [9] ). Now let P = P(x, D) be linear differential operator in ß with analytic coefficients and denote by Z(P )a the set {(x, ç) £ Ox Rn;
P (x, ç) = 0\. Then we have the following generalization of the elliptic regularity theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Sato [14] , Hó'rmander [9] )-WFa(«) C WFfl(P«) U Z(Pm).
Note that if P is elliptic and Pu analytic, then the right-hand side is empty, so (1.4) implies that u is analytic. In §3 we shall prove a result, Lemma 3.1, which is slightly stronger than Theorem 1.1.
The more precise results about propagation of singularities inside Z(P )
will depend on the properties of the bicharacteristics of P. If P is real and Hp is nondegenerate, then Z{P ) is a manifold and Hp is tangent to Z(P ).
The integral curves in Z(P ) corresponding to Hp are called the bicharacterm r m istic strips of P and their projections on ß are called bicharacteristic curves.
If, in addition, d¿ P ^ 0 on a bicharacteristic strip, then the corresponding bicharacteristic curve is regular. We denote by /Vj(P ) the set í(x, f ) £ Z{P );
dcPm(x,£)¿0\. n Z(Pm), of (x0, £Q)}. is defined to be \{xQ + dp {zP )(f0), f0); z e Cj. These bicharacteristic strips define a foliation, the bicharacteristic foliation of N,{P If {aN) 6 Tr{Q,), Í2 CC Q, and ¿5 = 8{Çï ) is small enough, then a., defines a mapping C^(ii') -» CL J(fl ) by means of the formula
By duality this mapping extends to a mapping fe|"gNi(íí ) -► JJ (Q ). We shall now
give conditions on the symbol sequence {a^{x, f)) which will ensure that the vanishing when |£ | > C > 0. Then (xN(f/N)) e r0(R").
We shall now give a calculus for the sequences of pseudo-differential operators associated with the spaces 7"r(ß). The treatment will contain nothing essentially new beyond "classical" expositions of the calculus of pseudo-differential operators.
We shall, therefore, be brief at some points and refer to [6] , [7] , and The formula (2.12) extends to define a sequence of kernels (K.,(x, y)) for any sequence (AN) £ Tr(ß). We only have to suppose that tf>N(y) = 1 when (x, y) belongs to the support of w. Clearly TQ(ß) C Tr(ß) for every r. We shall now define another subclass of Tr(ß). 3. Analytic wave front sets and sequences of pseudo-differential operators.
For (C°°-) wave front sets there is, besides a definition corresponding to Definition 1.1, an alternative description of WF(z¿) based on the elliptic regularity theorem for pseud o-differential operators (see [7] and fe]). We shall now give a similar characterization of WF («) using the sequences of pseudo-differential operators introduced in the previous section. 
l<.i<l Therefore
This proves (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) and completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. Lemma 3.3 . Suppose that dp Re p (x, f ) and dp Im p ( Again we denote zzN(x(y, 77), f(y, 77)1 by b^{y, 77). bN is taken to be independent of yn and yn_l so the right-hand side of (3) (4) (5) With these modifications exactly the same proof as for Lemma 3.2 works for Lemma 3-3.
4. An inequality. We start with the following simple lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that the functions ¿>»,(x, f ) e C°°{R" x R") vanish when
x is outside a fixed compact set and satisfy (4.1) \D*DßbN{x,0\<CN{l+\C\)~\ß\, when \a\ < n + 1 + ;, \ß\ < j. Let F be a closed cone with F C ß x F x R and put L (x, f ) = it; + S1(x, £ ').
We shall assume that L is principally normal in some conic neighborhood F. of • ¡yp,{2 + |f + Í77'|2//V2)NSct(X")/2(1 -i)1"1-1*/«!.
Here S., denotes the Fourier transform of S., with respect to x . Now \DU2 + |f'| 2/rV2)s/2| < (Ca)l al(2 + If'l 2//v2)<s-M >A (4.13) if |s| < Na and |a| < 2No.
Therefore, if max i i gj,x ) = la /4 is less than a, we immediately get from (4.12) and Lemma 4.1 (4.14) J>kv«2^ < ^Jll^ll2^« < ct¡Sh\\2dxn.
The last inequality follows from Lemma 4.1 applied to bN{x, D) = cf>N{x)aN(x, D).
The same estimate holds for the L -norm of ^m"m> i-e.> Since SN{x,Ç')=Z_N&k<.lSk{x,Ç')xN{Ç'/N) in the support of 8N{x, f ') and XN(f') vanishes when If'| <2CQ) it follows from (4.2) and (4.13) that (4.18) |Dj,R¿(x, f')| </V • L {C2o)\a\, when \y\ < n + 1. Here the constant C2 only depends on CQ and the constant C in (4.13). If a is small enough, we get from (4.18) and Lemma 4.1 (4.19) . JllR^JI2^ < C .a.NJ\\vJ2dxn.
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In view of (4.8), (4.9), (4.14), (4.15), (4.17) , and (4.19) it will be sufficient to in [12] . Except for technicalities, the main difference is that the norm of R^ has to be estimated as in (4.19) . Proof of Theorem 1.2. Clearly it will be sufficient to prove the following "semilocal" statement. Suppose that (xQ, f Q) £ Nj(P )\WFa(a) and denote by g the bicharacteristic strip through (xQ, fQ). Then there is a closed conic neighborhood F of (xn, fQ) such that if & n F O CWFfl(zz) ¿ 0 then g n FnWFfl(zz) =0.
We shall prove that there is a positive constant y, independent of (x_, f ) e
Fn gn \{x, f ); |f | . 1!, such that if (x"", fQ) £ WF>) then g O By{xQ, fQ) n WF>) = 0. Here By{xQ, fQ) = {(x , f );|(x -xQ, f -fQ)| < y). Since dp Pjx, f ) ¿ 0 in Because of Euler's identity, ({dp P )(x0, fQ), f0) = mP^Ujj, fQ) = 0. We may therefore assume that |f | < e|f | in the support of bN and it follows from (5.6) together with Sobolev's embedding theorem that (5.7) \Daa {x, D)u(x)\ < CN/VI °!, when |a| < AN and 0 < x < a/8. 
in a conic neighborhood of (xQ, fQ). We shall multiply P with a nonvanishing analytic function g(x, f ) homogeneous of degree I -m in f, such that (5.9) \gPm, ¡PmKx,f)=0
in a full conic neighborhood of (x", fQ). Because of (5.8), we have \gPm, gTj = 2¿Im(Pm(g|Pm, g | -Agg + Pmig, g 1/2)).
It will therefore be sufficient to solve the following nonlinear equation (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) lPw,g\-Tg + Pjg.g\/2g = 0.
Since the last term vanishes at (xQ, f.), we can employ the Cauchy-Kovalevsky Theorem and solve (5.10) in a conic neighborhood of (x., f.) with data given on any hyperplane with normal N, provided that {{dp P Mx , f ), N) ¿ 0. Moreover it follows directly from the uniqueness of the solution that, if we give data homo- there is a sequence (<?" ) C t (ß) such that supp aN C F O F,, the points on ¿H F are noncharacteristic with respect to (a") and
Since we may assume that the points in supp fl" are noncharacteristic with respect to (gN)i it follows from (5.12) and (5.13) that (5.14) \D*P(x, D) o aN(x, D)u{x)\ < CNaH when |cx| < SA and x e tt(F .,).
To prove Theorem 1.3, we shall prove that there is a constant y > 0, independent of (x0, fQ) e F H g P Kx, f); |f | = 1} such that if (xQ, fQ) ¿ WFfl(a) then (5.15) ¿nBy(x0,f0)nWFaW= 0.
In fact we shall prove that (5.15) is true for any y such that B (x., f ) C F .
Suppose that B (xQ, f.) has distance > e > 0 to CF2 and denote by S the boundary of B . We shall then prove that there is a constant ( > when |a| < SA and -l/M < xn < -<r" -M\x'\2.
We now make the following change of coordinates: (5.17) y" = x" + 2M|x'|2, y'=x'. Let UQ x Y Q be a conic neighborhood of (x0, fQ) such that Z{PJ n (UQ x F0) C /Vj(Pm)\WFa(zz). Again we shall prove that there is a constant y > 0, independent of (x Q, f ) £ (UQ x T.) O g O j(x, f );
If I = 11, such that if (x0, fQ) £ WFa(zz) then g n By{xQ, fQ) n WFa(zz) = 0. By making a linear change of coordinates and dividing by a complex constant we can always reduce to the situation that xQ = 0 and dp P (f ) = (0, • • • , 0, l), i.e., g is the x^-axis. Since (0, fQ) £ WFfl(zz), there is a conic neighborhood U x Y of (0, fQ) such that (U x D n WFa(zz) = 0 . We suppose that U is of the form fx; |x | < f and |x | < f !. Let ifjAÇ) be homogeneous functions of degree 0 with support in Here G (f, M) = \y\ \y'\ < e, 2M|y'|2 -t < y < 2M|y'|2 + ci. We assume that M is so large that 2a + e < 2Me2 and put G (f, M) = \y; 2M|y'|2 -t < y^ < 2a\. Then it follows from ( 
